Conformational transitions in the synthetic polynucleotide poly[d(G-C)] . poly[d(G-C)] double-helix.
Conditions are described for observing by X-ray fibre diffraction the A, B and S conformations of the poly[d(G-C)] . poly[d(G-C)] double-helix and also a new form designated as B". For fibres with an appropriate ionic content, transitions between these conformations can be induced by varying the relative humidity of the fibre environment. With increasing relative humidity the transitions B" leads to A leads to S leads to B occur. However, reducing the relative humidity does not result in a simple reversal of these transitions. If the relative humidity is reduced rapidly, a B leads to A transition is observed followed by an A leads to B" transition, but if it is reduced slowly, the transition is from B to S. Once the S form has been assumed, further reduction in the relative humidity does not result in a transition to the A form. The S form emerges as a particularly stable form of the poly[d(G-C)] . poly[d(G-C)] double-helix. From the point of view of its relationship to the classical A and B forms, the S form of poly[d(G-C)] . poly[d(G-C)] is shown to exhibit similarities to the D form of poly[d(A-T)] . poly[d(A-T)].